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Stearns 1st US Amb.
Greece Has Made a
“Grand Commander”
By Constantine S. Sirigos
TNH Staff Writer

AP Photo/thAnAssis stAvrAkis

Modern Technology in the Service of Ancient Maidens at the Acropolis Museum

BOSTON, MA – Retired U.S.
Ambassador Monteagle Stearns
was recently made a Grand
Commander of the Order of the
Phoenix by the President of
Greece. He is the first American
Ambassador to receive the
award, which is given to both
Greeks and non-Greeks “who
have increased understanding
and appreciation of Greece and
its culture throughout their careers.”
In a touching ceremony at
his home, he received the
medals and documents from
Iphigenia Kanara, the Consul
General of Greece in Boston, in
the presence of his wife, Antonia, and two of his four children, Christopher and Jonathan,
who happened to be visiting at
the time.
Amb. Stearns served three
times in Greece between 1958
and 1985, telling The National
Herald that he declined an assignment during the rule of the
colonels.
He brought unique personal
and professional qualifications
to his tenure as ambassador
from 1981-85, a challenging period in U.S.-Greece relations encompassing the presidency of

Monteagle Stearns was the
U.S. Ambassador to Greece
from 1981 to 1985.
Ronald Reagan and the premiership of Andreas Papandreou.
His wife was the daughter of
a previous U.S. Ambassador to
Greece, James Riddleberger,
and he knew Papandreou personally, whom he met in 1959
when the latter was in Greece
on fellowships. “We lived on the

Visitors to the Acropolis Museum look at the Caryatids, carved
around 420 BC. Each statue is undergoing a seven-month cleaning operation. Conservator Costas Vassiliadis uses a laser to
clean them. “The laser beam hits the black crust formed on

the surface of the statues over the years, and that absorbs energy and disintegrates,” said Vassiliadis, who heads the team.
Work began in 2011, and is expected to be finished in June.
One sister remains in the British Museum.

Kusulas, New Principal of
Cathedral, Talks to TNH

Chasing Maria Menounos: You Must Be Quick!

By Theodore Kalmoukos
NEW YORK – Theodore P. Kusulas was appointed new principal
of the School of the Holy Trinity
Archdiocesan Cathedral of New
York, replacing Sonia Celestin.
He will begin on June 15.
Kusulas has four decades of
experience and many accomplishments as a dedicated educator and administrator in both
private and public schools, with
students K-12, in the New York
Metropolitan Area. Kusulas’ current post is District Administrator for the Monticello Central
School District, where he consults. He was previously the Director of English Language Arts,
Social Studies & Library Education, K-12, in Monticello; and,
Associate Superintendent for Elementary Education in the
Clarkstown Central School District (New City, NY). His career
started as a social studies
teacher at the St. Demetrios
School in Astoria, where he was
employed for 12 years.
Kusulas earned a bachelor of
arts in history from Wagner College, a professional diploma in
school administration and supervision from Hunter College,
and a master of arts in American

studies from the University of
Connecticut. The Cathedral’s announcement letter notes that
“He currently resides in Whitestone with his wife Angela (Germanakos), a former principal of
the Greek American Institute
(Bronx, NY); their son, Matthew
is a physician completing a Fellowship in Pediatric Emergency
Medicine in Philadelphia.”
In an interview with TNH,
Kusulas said “first of all I feel
very humbled by the entire
process and I feel like I am
blessed and I am ready to serve
the community that nurtured
me initially forty years ago I
started at St. Demetrios in Astoria as a novice teacher and
now I am coming back home
and I am able to give back to
my community. I am very enthusiastic about that and I am
very humbled by the way I have
been received by the Board, the
students and the teachers.
“Last June I retired from New
York’s public school system and
I was asked this past year to be
a consultant back at the school
district, and I continued to
travel. Then I saw the ad and I
said this is going to be a won-

By Constantinos E. Scaros
If chasing Maria Menounos
is your task, you had better lace
up your running shoes and be
prepared for a long run. Because
the Greek-American journalist,
actress, television hostess, professional wrestler, celebrity
dance contestant, and philanthropist, whose early years were
spent working as a janitor at
Dunkin’ Donuts, does so much
and at such a frenzied pace –
but seemingly without even a
hair out of place – that it’s hard
to imagine that at 35 she has al-

ready accomplished what might
take the average person two or
three entire lifetimes.
We managed to catch up –
barely – to the star of Chasing
Maria Menounos, a new reality
TV series on the Oxygen Channel about her life on the go, centered around her home, with
her boyfriend of 15 years Keven
Undergaro and…her parents!
MARIA THE MULTITASKER
“I get that from my dad,” Menounos told TNH, about how
she seems to be doing just about
everything. With a career centered primarily in television,

Menounos can add “author” to
her list of accomplishments. “My
latest book The EveryGirl’s
Guide to Diet and Fitness comes
out June 3 (she also wrote The
EveryGirl’s Guide to Life
[2010].) It’s available for preorder now on amazon and
chronicles my 40 lbs. weightloss journey. It’s for the everyday
woman who lacks time, money,
and willpower. I will help you
get there!” And it doesn’t seem
that she’s going to slow down
anytime soon, said Menounos,
who also hosts the TV show Extra. She loves life, learning, and

NEW YORK – Robert Storr,
Dean of the Yale School of Art,
welcomed guests at the Edgewood Gallery on May 1 for a
celebration of the university’s
relationship with the Stavros
Niarchos Foundation.
Andreas Dracopoulos, SNF
co-President, noted that the
event, which formally recognized the Foundation’s $5 million donation in February, 2014,
was a “new and important chapter in the relationship between
our Foundation and Yale University.”
According to Yale, “A second
gift of $900,000 will supplement three existing endowments for the school that were
created by the Stavros Niarchos
Foundation in 2010; to establish
an artist’s residency; fund scholarships for international students; and create a dean’s resource fund.”
Dracopoulos also noted that
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many opportunities for the audience to clap along came with
Kouroupakis singing “Mana
Mou kai Panagia,” with the
poignant lyrics – You were the
morning sun and the evening
moon...my mother is crying at
your grave; the Virgin Mary is
Crying too.”
Negka
followed
with
Xathika, with its sad lyrics and
music, with Myrtia, with music
that fuels hope – some of the
most upbeat in the Greek repertoire – but lyrics that breathe
hopelessness.
Costas Baltazanis was the
music director and he played
guitar. The orchestra included
Panagiotes Andreou on base,
Kostas Psaros and Christos Papadopoulos on bouzouki, Yorgos
Maniatis on drums, George

BROOKLYN – No matter how
brilliant the performers and
spectacular the productions,
modern music and dance lives
and dies, especially in America,
by the energy, passion, and
imagination of its presenters.
On May 6 Yorgos Loukos, the
artistic director of the Lyon
Opera Ballet, a leading force in
contemporary dance, was the
featured speaker in a discussion
about dance at the Hilman Studio of the Brooklyn Academy of
Music co-presented by BAM and
the Onassis Cultural Center NY.
According to the program,
under Loukos’ direction the
Lyon Opera Ballet “has welcomed an incredible diversity of
choreographers.” He has forged
strong ties with international
lovers of dance, including the
United States .
Loukos began dancing in
1972 with the Theatre du Silence. He experienced the
thrilling period of political and
artistic upheaval of late 1960s
Paris, but his outside-the-box
thinking was also stimulated by
studies in Architecture in the
University of Paris and philosophy at the University of Aix-enProvence.
During his onstage discussion with Jennifer Homans, a
dancer and dance critic, he wondered out loud about the roots
of his relationship with artists
and audiences in America, referring to developing his English
as a boy speaking with Americans in the Athens suburb of
Glyfada.
Homans and Loukas discussed the history and development of modern dance, which
the audience followed up during
Q&A with questions about its
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the occasion was an opportunity
to “reflect upon and recognize
what has been a long and very
productive relationship between
our two institutions.”
During the past decade SNF’
contributions to Yale total nearly
$14 million.
The 2014 grant creates a permanent, unrestricted endowment that will support core priorities of the Yale School of Art,
while naming in perpetuity the
Stavros Niarchos Foundation
Dean.
During his brief remarks Dracopoulos noted that “we are
very proud of the fact that our
support helped establish the
SNF Center for Hellenic Studies
at Yale, one of the premier centers for the study of Modern
Greek Culture in North America.” He added that “it is important to recognize and thank professors John Geanakoplos,
Stathis Kalyvas and George
Syrimis for their important contributions,” to the Center.
Among the guests representing the Greek-American community were Antonis H. Diamataris, publisher of The
National Herald, and Antonis
Argyrides.
SNF has also supported the
Yale Center for the Study of

experiencing.
“SETTLE DOWN, MARIA!”
A description of the show indicates that Menounos is at a
crossroad in her life, and we
soon learn what that is: whether
or not to have a baby now as
opposed to later.
But first things first. Her very
Greek parents, Costas and Litsa
– both Peloponnesians, who hail
from Akovos and Kalamata, respectively – ask that same question that generations of GreekAmerican sons and daughters

Ballet Guru
Loukos Talks
at Brooklyn
Music Acad.

Yale University Professes
Niarchos Foundation Link
TNH Staff
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Boston College Alumni Network Hosts FBI’s George Venizelos
George Venizelos, the FBI’s Assistant Director in Charge-NY Field Office, was the featured speaker
of a joint reception held by the Boston College Hellenic Alumni Network (HAN) and the B.C. Law
Enforcement Alumni Network on May 7. (L-R) Bob Sherwood, retired Dean at B.C., John Griffin,
NYPD, George Venizelos, Drake Behrakis, who spearheaded the HAN and Joseph Coutlis, who organized the event. Venizelos spoke about the rewards and challenges of working for the FBI.

KEP’s 40th a Tribute to Theodorakis
By Constantine S. Sirigos
TNH Staff Writer
NEW YORK – The Greek Cultural Center based in Astoria,
also known by its Greek
acronym KEP, celebrated its
40th anniversary with a thrilling
concert dedicated to Mikis
Theodorakis at the Assembly
Hall of Hunter College on Manhattan’s Upper East Side on May
3.
The audience greeted the
musicians, all dressed in black,
with warm applause as they
walked onstage, and after one
thrilling rendition of Theodorakis favorites after another, their
night ended with a thunderous
ovation, a tribute both to their
performances and the community’s thirst for memories of better days for Greece, past and future.

After 40 pieces, the audience,
which approached 1500 people,
was on its feet for the encore,
“Tis Dikeosinis Ilie Noite - Son
of Justice.”
And they wanted more.
The concert began with
bouzouki rifts and pounding on
drums for “Kratisa ti Zwi Mou,”
followed by the choir singing
“Arnieme.”
The guest vocalists entered
last and Nikos Kouroupakis,
Anna Linardou, Vasilis Lekkas,
Giota Negka, and Gerasimos Andreatos each took a turn singing
parts of Theodorakis’ point
poignat songs, backed up by the
other four.
Lekkas then sang “Oi Dromoi
tou Archangelou,” and then
Linardou was left alone onstage
to sing “Nichta Magikia.”
Andreatos’ first song was
“Braxo Braxo” and the first of
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Archdiocesan Council Spring Meeting Convened in Washington, DC
TNH Staff
WASHINGTON, DC – The Archdiocesan Council of the Greek
Orthodox Archdiocese of America convened for its regular
spring meeting May 1-2 in
Washington, DC, under the
chairmanship of Archbishop
Demetrios of America. Attending were Metropolitans Methodios of Boston and Savas of
Pittsburgh, and Bishops Andonios of Phasiane and Sevastianos of Zela. The other members of the Synod, absent from
the meeting, were unable to attend.
Held at the Washington Marriott Wardman Park Hotel, the

meeting began with the individual committee work on May 1,
while the Executive Committee
of the Council held a full day
meeting the day before. The
Council committees assessed the
progress, new initiatives, and
proposals in the various fields
of ministry of the Church and
prepared their reports for the
whole body.
The next morning, the Council began its work with prayer
and reflection on the Paschal
season by Demetrios. His Eminence in his opening remarks,
apprised the body of the
Synaxis, the meeting, of the
heads of the Orthodox Autocephalous Churches, which took

place at the Ecumenical Patriarchate last March. The archbishop said that the Synaxis decided on convening the Holy
and Great Synod of the Orthodox Church, to be presided by
the Ecumenical Patriarch, in the
Spring 2016, in the Church of
St. Irene in Constantinople,
where the Second Ecumenical
Council was held on 381 AD.
The notion of the universality
of the Orthodox Church, said
Demetrios, is important knowledge for our faithful and our local parishes.
Demetrios also informed the
Council on the rebuilding of the
St. Nicholas Church, which is
now in its final preparatory

stages as “ground-breaking” is
anticipated in a few weeks. He
said the fundraising campaign
for St. Nicholas has already
started and he spoke of the impact this symbol church and its
visibility would have on the international projection of the Orthodox Church and Faith. His
Eminence also discussed the upcoming 42nd Clergy Laity Congress to be held in Philadelphia,
July 6-10. He spoke about the
theme of this Congress, “The Orthodox Christian Family: A
Dwelling of Christ and a Witness
of His Gospel,” saying that the
family today suffers and bleeds
and we need to stand by the
family and its members and sup-

port and care for all family
members, children and adults
alike.
Council Vice President
Michael Jaharis shared his
thoughts and proposals on a series of administrative issues related to the Archdiocese. He
said that the Council has to ensure that the Archdiocese has
the people and the tools to do
the job. He also said that the
potential for growth in the
Church is greatest here in the
United States. Jaharis spoke of
the importance of the rebuilding
of St. Nicholas. He said that it
should not be a church built just
by wealthy donors, but it is imperative that the fundraising

campaign is successful with the
participation and inclusion of all
our faithful and parishes.
Eleven committee reports on
the National Ministries of the
Archdiocese were presented to
the Council and discussed: Marriage and Family, Communications, Ecumenical Office, Greek
Education, Religious Education,
Administration, Finance, Stewardship, Outreach and Evangelism, Clergy Outreach and Development, and Youth and
Ionian Village.
It is noteworthy that the Finance Committee reported that
all debts to banks and credit
lines were eliminated as of the
end of the first quarter of 2014.

New Cathedral Principal Kusulas Speaks to TNH
Continued from page 1
derful opportunity I would be
able to give back to my community. I had said to my wife that
when I retire I want to give back
to my community”.
Kusulas has a vision for the
Cathedral School. He said “first
of all I want to spend 100 days
getting to know what the Cathedral School is all about, how it
operates, and how it functions.
My overall expectation is to
maximize its potential and to
make it a distinguished school
not only on the Upper East Side
but among the Greek-American
Schools in the New York area.”
His sense about the GreekAmerican Education, the Greek
Paideia, he said, “is the basis of
all that we’ve learned. The Socratic method and the method

of inquiry it is clearly what we
need to do. Classics are essential; it is the basis of Liberal Arts,
the basis of Humanity.”
Asked why should a GreekAmerican family send its child
or children to Cathedral School
and not to any other school, he
said:
“I think that there are two
special things about the Cathedral School: the student faculty
ratio is very low so the individualized attention that your child
will get is there. Secondly, I
think that there is a real sense
of being able to be proud in both
your Hellenic and your Orthodox roots namely because most
of the students at the cathedral
School are second or third generation or Greco-files I think
that you will get the richness
and the appreciation of your

heritage both ethnic and religious. Plus the family environment, the safety, and the whole
issue of respect and responsibility is going to be very much part
of the model that I would be using both with students and with
parents.”
His first message to the parents, with whom he was scheduled to meet on May 8, is that
“I am humbled, I have 40 years
of experience and I hope to develop a trusting relationship
with them for the betterment of
their own children, that together we will nurtured an help
the students grow and develop
into global thinkers and responsible, respectful citizens to the
world and be strong GreekAmerican and Orthodox Christians”.
Kusulas loves education. “I

ABOVE: Andreas Dracopoulos, Stavros Niarchos Foundation Co-President address guests at the
Edgewood Gallery as Robert Storr, Dean of the Yale School of Art, looks on at far left. RIGHT:

can talk to you for hours about
education. It means preparing a
student at any level to be ready
to meet the challenges of life
and be ready to be a contributing member the society and the
community to which they belong.”
He described the characteristics of a good educator today
as follows: “Enthusiasm, passion, understanding of children,
and being a facilitator of learning, being able to tap the individual strengths of every student
and take each of them to the
next level.”
The new principal
of the Holy Trinity
Archdiocesan
Cathedral School,
Theodore Kusulas.

Robert Storr, Dean of the Yale School of Art presents a citation to Andreas Dracopoulos, SNF
Co-President and the reception celebrating the Foundation’s relationship with Yale.

New and Important Chapter in Yale – Niarchos Foundation Relationship
Continued from page 1
Globalization, Yale College
scholarships, the Yale Peabody
Museum of Natural History, and
the Yale Child Study Center.
The relationship with Yale is
fundamental to SNF’s mission
because, as Dracopoulos noted
“We are an international foundation. Since 1996 we have approved 2676 grans to 110 countries worldwide, committing
over $ 1.4 billion in total.”
Both Dracopoulos and Storr
also emphasized SNF’s strong

ties to Greece, highlighting extraordinary initiatives founded
on two $100 million donations,
one for humanitarian relief for
the people of Greece s and one
specifically for addressing the
crucial issue of devastating
Greek youth unemployment.
Dracopoulos placed the Yale
School of Art donations in the
context of the “increased emphasis on creativity,” which he
said “is closely related to prosperity and growth…our support
of the SNF Cultural Center in
Athens…signifies our commit-

ment to and investment in creative assets and explains...our
investment in the Yale School of
Art. “
Turning to Dean Storrs, Dracopoulos said “The human element always plays a critical role
in our decisions to provide support…our commitment to Yale
and the School of Art is also a
commitment to Dean Robert
Storr, the academic, the intellectual, the teacher, the human
being, the artist.”
Storr thanks Dracopoulos
and the SNF amd said the gifts

will “provide a permanent
source of flexible funding that
will help the school sustain its
innovative teaching and practice
at the forefront of art and art
education.”
The foundation’s gift will allow the dean to direct funds to
key areas such as financial aid,
faculty support, teaching, and
exhibitions, “to keep things innovative and fun,” he said.
The grants will support visiting artists from all over the
world and will help convey the
message that “we are not living

in a globalized world...it is still
a heterogeneous world and that
cosmopolitanism is our goal,
not, homogenization.”
He then pointed out the current exhibit of the earthy and
evocative paintings of Lynette
Yiadom Boakye, whose roots are
in Ghana, which surrounded the
guests in the gallery and noted
that was funded by the foundation.
Storr was pleased to be able
to introduce one of the beneficiaries of the donation, Nonstikelelo Mutiti, a young graphic

designer from Zimbabwe. She
told TNH she had the privilege
of being taught in her youth by
Helen Laras, a Greek gallery
owner who supported and encouraged young artists.
Storr’s wife, Rosamund Morley, who performs on string instruments for an early music
group called Parthenia, enjoyed
the reception. She and Storr
said they wer looking forward
to their first trip to Greece and
appreciated the travel tips they
received that night.

Greek Cultural Center Marks 40th Year with Theodorakis Tribute Concert
Continued from page 1
Spanos on percussion and Livio
Almeid on flute.
During Anna Linardos’ moving performance of Asma Asmaton from The Ballad Of Mauthausen, with its lyric “Kaneis
Den Ixere Pos Einai Toso Oraia
- Who knew you were so beautiful” the video screen showed
images of young Jewish women
in concentration camps.
As the first half of the concert
was drawing to a close,
Kouroupakis and Andreatos and
the choir sang a rousing “Tha
Sumanoun oi Kambanes” accompanied by a powerful
marching beat.
After the intermission, the
audience watched a video of the
great actor Manos Katrakis give
a dramatic recital of the Axion
Esti of Elitis.
The program noted the
praise of poet Giannis Ritsos,
who said “the poetry sent to music by our composers turned the
beauty of poetry into the beauty
of our lives.”
One of the evening’s highlights began with the audience
wondering why a man dressed
like an early immigrant was
wandering across the stage as
Lekkas was singing “Tis Xenitias.”
They were delighted to realize it was Petros Fourniotes,
who
then
performed
a

The Greek Cultural Center celebrated its 40th anniversary at Hunter College with a concert
dedicated to Mikis Theodorakis’ on May 3, attracting nearly 1500 Greeks and non-Greeks. The
concert included 40 Theodorakis songs and a dance performance that included a zeibekiko by
Petros Fourniotes as the instrumentalists and singers clapped with the audience.

Zeibekiko.
“Apones Exousies” was sung
as a duet by Negka and Lekkas,
which they followed with an

equally touching Drapetsona.
The concert’s climax song
was also its theme “Romiosini
Mhn Thn Klais” – Romiosini be-

ing a complex word that encompasses modern Greece’s classical
and Byzantine heritage – and
more. The choir joined the

singers on the lip of the stage
and the entire audience rose as
Lekkas shouted, his kefi unabated, “don’t sit, don’t sit – all
together now.’
At that point some guests got
chills and were moved to tears,
and that was before the dance
performance by Fourniotes and
three others the theme of Zorba
that triggered even more emotion and rhythmic clapping.
The music was tastefully interspersed with photos and
video clips of Theodorakis talking about his life, which included enduring torture for his
beliefs and the pain of political
exile, conducting his music, and
even dancing Zorba with Anthony Quinn.
Areti Giovani was the pianist
and directed the vocal ensemble
and Petros Fourniotis directed
the dancers.
The guests were welcomed
by Iraklis Kremmidas, president,
who spoke in Greek, “the language of my heart because I am
very touched by you support for
KEP, and Eleni Drivas, vice president, greeting the audience,
which included many nonGreeks who filled the entire
lower level and half the balcony.
Kremmidas noted that
Theodorakis himself was one of
KEP’s first supporters. He
thanked the audience and the
organizers of the concert and
KEP’s Board of Directors for its

work through the years, and
Lekkas later acknowledged each
of the dancers and musicians by
name.
The organizers expressed
their deep gratitude for the
singers who came from Greece,
Lekkas, Negka, Linardou and
Andreatos, who also developed
the program under Lekkas’ leadership.
Dino Avlonitis said it was one
of the community’s finest recent
presentations and declared that
“for us, Theodorakis is life and
soul, and he is an inspiration for
a new generation of young people, who are our hope for overcoming the current violations of
our country’s sovereignty.”
Timoleon Kokkinos said
Theodorakis’ artistic achievements make him a personality
who transcends Greece’s borders, indeed April Renae, an
American musician and photographer who loves Greek music,
attended because her friend
Yianni told her she must attend
the concert.
Polys Kyriakou, who has organized numerous community
concerts and is himself a poet
and lyricist, told TNH, “Tonight
we honored a great Greek composer, and I congratulate KEP
for
organizing
concerts
grounded with dignity and quality, and for gathering us here
tonight to sing our country’s
most beautiful songs.”

